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Abstract-Following sine-cosine functions, sawtooth wave, square wave, triangular wave, and 
trapesoidal wave become new easily-generated periodic functions. Can a signal be considered to 
be a superposition of easily-generated functions with different frequencies? In order to answer 
this question, we generalize Fourier analysis to easily-generated function analysis including easily- 
generated function series, easily-generated function transformation, and discrete transformation for 
easily-generated functions. The results in this paper make it possible to represent a signal by use 
of easily-generated functions. A lot of techniques based on sine-cosine functions can be translated 
into techniques based on easily-generated functions. Because Dirichlet multiplication in number the- 
ory plays a basic role in easily-generated function analysis, we briefly introduce this concept and 
present a related formula. The main contents of this paper include Dirichlet multiplication and a 
related formula, relations between basic waveforms in electronics, easily-generated function series, 
easily-generated function transformation, discrete transformation for easily-generated functions, and 
techniques of easily-generated function analysis. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Fourier analysis, Easily-generated functions, Dirichlet multiplication. 
1. DIRICHLET ‘MULTIPLICATION AND A RELATED FORMULA 
Dirichlet multiplication in number theory [l] plays a basic role in easily-generated function anal- 
ysis. In this section, we have to briefly introduce this concept and present a related formula, 
which are a basis for other sections. 
1,2,3,. . . are called Ipositive integers. A function defined on the positive integers is called an 
arithmetical function. Here are three useful examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. The identity function I is defined by 
I(n) = 
1, n=l, 
0, n=2,3,4 ,.... 
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EXAMPLE 2. The function E is defined by 
e(n) = 1, for n = 1,2,3, . . . . c-9 
EXAMPLE 3. THE MOBIUS FUNCTION p. The Mobius function p is defined by 
{ 
1, ifn=l, 
p(n) = t-l)‘, if n is the product of r distinct primes, (3) 
0, if n is divisible by a prime square. 
Notice that p(n) assumes three values 1, -1, and 0 only. The first ten values are p( 1) = 1, 
p(2) = -1, p(3) = -1, ~(4) = 0, ~(5) = -1, ~(6) = 1, ~(7) = -I, ~(8) = 0, /.@) = 0, ~(10) = 1. 
The Mobius function 1-1 has a simple property that 
where the summation runs over the positive factors of n including 1 and n, and d 1 n means that 
d is a positive factor of n. 
For example, for n = 6, we have 
c 44 = 41) + ~(2) + ~(3) + ~(6) = 0. 
An arithmetical function f is called completely multiplicative [l] if f is not identically zero and 
ftmn) = ftm)f(n) (5) 
for any two positive integers m and n. Obviously, if f(n) is completely multiplicative, then 
f(1) = 1. 
For example, the functions I(n) and e(n) are completely multiplicative. The function f(n) = 
l/n is completely multiplicative as well. 
For two given arithmetical functions f and g, their Dirichlet product is the arithmetical func- 
tion h defined by the equation 
h(n) = c f(d)9 (:) , (6) 
din 
for n = 1,2,3,. . . . We write 
h=f*g. (7) 
In the notation of Dirichlet multiplication, the relation (4) can be written as 
p*e=I. 
For a given arithmetical function f, if there exists a function f-l such that 
(8) 
f * f-l = I, (9) 
then f-l is called the Dirichlet inverse of f. If f(1) # 0, f h as a unique inverse, and if f(1) = 0, 
f has not any inverse. 
As an example, the Mobius function p(n) and the function c(n) are mutually inverse. 
If f is completely multiplicative, then 
f-l(n) = dn>f (n). 
If not, it is somewhat difficult to find its inversion. 
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Theorem 270 in (21 provides us a miraculous relation 
G(z) = g g(m) w g(x) = 2 p(n)G(nx). (11) 
n=l n=l 
What we shall use many times is a generalization of this theorem. 
FORMULA. G(x) and g(x) are two functions defined on (-co, 00). c(n) is a function defined on 
positive integers and c-l(n) is its Dirichlet inverse. We have 
G(x) = 2 c(n)g(nx) a g(x) = 9 c-‘(n)G(nx). (12) 
n=l n=l 
In fact, we have 
2 c-l(n)G(nx) = 5 c-‘(n) 2 c(m)g(mnx) 
n=l n=l m=l 
= 2 Cc-‘(d)c (Z) g(kx) 
k=l dlk 
= c (c-1 * c) (k) g(kx) 
k=l 
co 
k=l 
and vice versa. 
By the way, the task. of this paper is to brief electrical engineers on the main conclusions of 
easily-generated function analysis. Readers interested in mathematical rigor are referred to [3-6] 
for a strict theory on frequency analysis based on general periodic functions. 
2. RELATIONS BETWEEN BASIC WAVEFORMS 
IN ELECTRONICS 
2.1. Relations between a Waveform and a Sine-Cosine Function 
In this paper, we suppose that X(x) and Y(x) are an even and odd function with period 2x, 
and that their Fourier ;series are 
X(x) = e A(n) cosnx, (13) 
n=l 
Y(x) = 2 B(n) sinnx, (14) 
n=l 
with A(1) # 0 and B(I) # 0. 
By relation (12), we obtain that 
cosx = 2 A-‘(n)X(nx), 
n=l 
sinx = eB-‘(n)Y(nx). 
n=l 
(15) 
(16) 
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Furthermore, if A(n) and B(n) are completely multiplicative, then we have 
cos x = 2 p(n)A(n)X(nz), 
n=l 
sinx = 2 p(n)B(n)Y(nx). 
Tel 
(17) 
(18) 
In this case, the functions X(x) and Y(x) are called functions with completely multiplicative 
Fourier coefficients, or, WCMFC functions. It is interesting that many common waveforms in 
electronics have completely multiplicative Fourier coefficients. 
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Figure 1. The sawtooth wave, square waves, triangular waves, and trapezoidal waves ($g 2&i) 
The following are some important examples of WCMFC functions. See Figure 1. 
1. SAWTOOTH WAVE. The function Ys,(x) with period 27r is called a sawtooth wave, whose 
value in one period is given by 
7r--2 
Ka(x) = 1 -, 2 o<x<27r, 
0, x = 0. 
(19) 
Its Fourier series is [7] 
Y&(x) = sin 5 + f sin(2x) + 5 sin(3x) + . . . + i sin(nx) + . f. . (20) 
Its Fourier coefficients B,,(n) = l/n is completely multiplicative, and therefore, B,‘(n) = 
(&4)/n. 
From (18), we obtain the sawtooth wave expansion of sinx 
sinx = YSa(x) - iYS.(2x) - $Y,,(3x) + . . . + An) -Ysa(nx) +. . . . 
n (21) 
2. SQUARE WAVE. The functions Xsg(x) = (7i-/4)sgn(cosx) and k&(x) = (n/4)sgn(sinx) are 
called an even and odd square wave. Here sgn denotes the sign function 
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Their Fourier series are [7] 
(-1P X,,(x) = cosx - ; cos(32) + ; cos(52) +. . * + 2m cos((2m + 1)x) + f *. , 
Ysq(x) = sinx + i sin(3x) + $ sin(5x) + . . . + & sin((2m + 1)x) +. +. . 
Their Fourier coefficients 
kg(n) = 
(-qW21 
12’ 
n=l,3,5 ,..., 
0, n = 2,4,6, . . . , 
i 
1 
Bs,(n) = ;> n= 1,3,5,*.., 
0, n = 2,4,6, . . . . 
are completely multiplicative as well. 
From (17) and (18), we obtain the square wave expansions of cos x and sin x 
cosx = X,,(x) + ;x,(32) - ;x,,(sz) + ‘. . + (-1) m /-JPm + 1) zrn + 1 Xs,(W + 1)x) + . . 
sin x = Ysq(x) - tY,,(3x) - 5YS,(5x) + . . . + y;tf;) Y,,((2m + 1)x) + . * * . 
3. TRIANGULAR WAVE. The functions Xtri(x) and Yt,i(x) of period 27~ are called 
triangular wave and odd triangular wave, whose value in one period is given by 
i 
; x+; , ( 1 -lrLx<O, 
xtri(xc)= f(-x+;), O<x<r, 
{ 
TX, 
yth(x:) = 12 _ ox 
+x<;, 
-7 4 
:2X<?. 
Their Fourier series are [7] 
(28) 
c-3 
(30) Xtri(X) = COSX + $COS(3X)+ $COS(5X)+ **'+ 
1 
(2m + 1)2 
cos((2m + 1)x) + ... , 
Ytri(X) = sinx - $ sin(3x) + 52 f sin(5x) + . ..+(-l)m 1 
(2m + 1>2 
sin((2m + 1)x) + ’ * . . (31) 
Their Fourier coefficients 
i 
1 
At,i(n) = Gl n=1T3T5v”‘7 
0, n = 2,4,6, . . . , 
&i(n) = 
(-p-d-, n = 1,3,5, . . . , 
0, n = 2,4,6, . . . , 
177 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
7 (26) 
(27) 
an even 
(32) 
(33) 
are completely multiplicative as well. 
From (17) and (18), we obtain the triangular wave expansions of cos x and sin x: 
COSZ = Xtri(X) T 9 ‘Xtri(3X) - &Xt,i(5X) + ’ ‘. + ~J2m++lf~ Xt,i((2m + 1)x) + . I. , 
m 
sins = Ytri(x) + :&(3x) - $&(5X) + ‘. ’ + (-l)m ~~2m++lf2)Yl,i((2??2 + 1)X) + -.. . (35) 
m 
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4. TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE. The functions Xtra(z) and Y,,,(z) with period 2n are called an even 
trapezoidal wave and an odd trapezoidal wave, whose value in one period is given by 
JzTT2 -- 
16 ’ 
Xc [-?,-$I, 
I 
9(x+;), XE [-?,=$ -L%(x) = fi*2 -7r 7T 16’ XE 4’4 , [ 1 
Their Fourier series are [7] 
X,,,(x) = cosx - $ cos(32) - g cos(52) +. . . 
+ Jzcos [(2m + $1 (2m l+ 1)2 cos((2m + 1)z) f . . . ) 
Y,,,(x) = sinz + 32 L sin(32) - $ sin(5z) + . . . 
+&sin [(2m+l):] (2m:l)2 sin((2m+l)z) +... 
Their Fourier coefficients 
&a(n) = 
ficos(~)-$, n=l,3,5 ,..., 
0, n = 2,4,6, . . . , 
&dn) = 
fisin(S,-$, n=l,3,5 ,..., 
0, n = 2,4,6, . . . , 
are completely multiplicative as well. 
From (17) and (18), we obtain the trapezoidal wave expansions of cos x and sin x: 
cosx = X,,,(x) + ;xt,,(3x) + $Xt,,(5x) -t . . . 
f dices [(2m + $1 ;;;+;;;X,,,((2m + 1)x) +. . . ) 
sinz = Ytra(s) - $&(3x) + $jY”ra(5”) + . . * 
+ JZsin [(2m + l):] ~~~++l~~Yt,,((2m + 1)~) + . . . . 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
The convergence processes of the series (21), (27), (35), and (43) are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The superposition of easily-generated functions of different frequencies 
~&I~(n)B(n)Y(nz) approximates sinz es the term number N increase. (N = 
1,3,5,7.) 
2.2. Relations between Two Waveforms 
Suppose that X,(z) and X2(z) are two even functions with period 2n, and their Fourier cosine 
series are 
Xl(Z) = 2 A(n) cosnz, (44) 
7x1 
X2(5) = 2 A2(n) cos 7x57, (45) 
n=l 
with Al(l) # 0 and Az(l) # 0. 
Considering (15)) we have 
cos2 = 2 A;‘(n)X1 (nz), 
cos z = g A~‘(n)Xz(nz). 
T&=1 
Putting (46) into (45) and putting (47) into (44), we obtain that 
Xl(Z) = 5 C(n)X,(nz), 
n=l 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) X2(x) = 2 c-l(n)xl(nz), 
n=l 
180 
where 
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C = Al * A,‘, (50) 
C-’ =AP*A;‘. (51) 
For example, the relations between the even square wave XSq(z) and the even triangular wave 
Xtri (X> are 
X,(X) = Xtri(3.T) - $Xtri(h) + $Xtri(5z) + ’ f ’ 
and 
(-l)(d-l)/zQ(~) Xtri((h+l)z)+‘- 1 
Xtri(5) = Xfq(1c) + $X,,(3Z) - $Xsq(5Z) + ’ . ’ 
+(2m: 1)2 c (-l)‘d-1”2dP(d) X&(2m + 1)z) + f.. 
d((2m+l) 
The convergence processes of the series (52) and (53) are shown in Figure 3. 
The relations between two odd periodic functions are similar. 
(52) 
(53) 
Figure 3. The superposition of even triangular waves with different frequencies 
c,“=, Dsq-triXtri(7tZ) can approximate the even square waves XSs(z), and the su- 
perposition of even square waves with different frequencies C,“=, Dtri-sqXsq(lZI) 
can approximate the even triangular waves X,,i(Z), as the term number n increases. 
(N = 1,3,5,7.) 
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Suppose that Yr(z), Y2(2) are two odd functions with period 27r, and their Fourier coefficients 
are Bi(n) and Bz(n) with Bi(1) # 0 and B2(1) # 0. The functions Yi(x) and Ye are related 
bY 
K(x) = -g mn)Y2(7=), (54) 
n=l 
Yz(x) = 2 D-‘(n)Y1(nx), (55) 
n=l 
where 
D = B1 *B;‘, (56) 
D-’ = B2 * B;? (57) 
As an example, the sawtooth wave YS,(x) and the odd square wave YSg(x) are related by 
&q(x) = Ka(x) - ~Y,a(W, (58) 
and 
Ysa(x) = :ys,(x) + kY,(2x) + iYsq(4x) +. . . + &Y (2rnx) + *. . . 
3. EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTION SERIES 
It is well known that a periodic function f(z) with period 27r has a Fourier series 
f(x) = a0 + &u(n) cosn2 + b(n) sinnz), 
n=l 
(59) 
(‘30) 
where the Fourier coefficients are determined by 
a0 = - 2’, -+r f(x) dx, 
I 
(61) 
?r 
u(n) = i 
I 
+= f(x) cos nx dx, (62) _ 
n 
b(n) = 1 ~ 
I 
4 f(x) sinnx dz. (63) 
Now let us introduce frequency series based on general periodic functions X(x) and Y(x), 
Putting (15) and (16) into (60), we obtain 
f(x) = a,, + 2 u(n) 2 A-‘(l)X(dx) + 2 b(n) 2 B-l(l)Y(nlx) 
n=l 1=1 n=l 1=1 
=ao+z; (~44A-1(;))X(M+~ (~WW1(+‘b4 
din n=l 
= Co + F(C(n)X(nx) + D(n)Y(nx)), 
n=:l 
where the coefficients alre 
co = ao, 
c(n) = c A-’ (%> u(d), 
din 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(6% D(n) = c B-l (;) b(d), 
din 
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or in notation of Dirichlet multiplication 
co = ao, 
C = A-’ * a, 
D = B-l *b. 
(79) 
(71) 
(72) 
If we define &(x) and gn (x) as 
h(x) = ; c A-’ (!) cos dx, 
din 
gn(x) = :cB-‘(i)sindx, 
din 
then the coefficient formulas (67)-(69) can be rewritten as 
(73) 
s 
+X 
C(n) = --x f(x)&(x) dx, (74) 
r-l-n 
D(n) = 
J 
f(xc)gn(x) dx. (75) 
-7r 
The series (66) is called frequency series based on general periodic functions X(x) and Y(x). 
When X(x) and Y(x) are easily-generated functions, the series (66) is called easily-generated 
function series. The functions h,(x) and gn(x) are called the biorthogonal functions related 
to the periodic functions X(x) and Y(x). By equations (73)-(75), a signal can be expressed 
as a frequency series based on an arbitrary waveform, such as square wave, triangular wave, 
trapezoidal wave, and so on. 
EXAMPLE 1. SQUARE WAVE SERIES. The square wave expansion of a function f(x) is 
f(x) = CO + 5 (C(n)Xsq(nx) + D(n)K,(nx)) , 
T&=1 
where the coefficients can be determined by 
co = L 2n -+r f(x) dx, J T 
C(n) = / f(x)hiq,4(x) dx, 
J-n 
J 
+X 
D(n) = f(xMiq,4(xC) dx. 
-7r 
By the definition, the biorthogonal functions h?(x) and giq(x) are 
h?(x) = i c /.A (f> A,, (f) cos dx, 
gtq(x) = i g p (:) B,, (i) sin dx. 
din 
(76) 
(77) 
(73) 
(79) 
W 
(81) 
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Figure 4. Square waves and their biorthogonal functions 
The first few biorthogonal functions of square wave are 
hyyx) = ; cosx, 
hi = a cos22, 
1 
Q(x) = - 
1 
cos32+ -cos2 ) 
IT 3 > 
and 
g?(x) = a sinz, 
g?(x) = i sin22, 
giq(x) = b 
( 
sin32 
1 
- -sinz 
3 > 
, 
&q(z) h’l% 
X.q(ls) h;-%) 
X.q(3s) h;%) 
y.q(=) 9;qw 
Ysq(22) Ll;qw 
y.q(3z) 9”3qw 
as shown in Figure 4. 
EXAMPLE 2. TRIANGULAR WAVE SERIES. The triangular wave expansion of a function f(x) is 
fCx> = cO + g (C(n)Xtri(nX) + D(n)Kri(nX)) , (82) 
n=l 
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where the coefficients can be determined by 
f(x) dx, 
C(n) = f +T f(.x)h~‘(x) dx, 
-7r 
J +?r D(n) = f(x)g;‘(x) dx. ---a 
By the definition, the biorthogonal functions h:‘(x) and gk(x) are 
hZi(X) = i CP (f) Atri (f) cos dx, 
S?(X) = i E,U (i) Btri (i) sin dx. 
din 
(33) 
(84) 
(85) 
w 
(37) 
The first few biorthogonal functions of triangular wave are 
/q(x) = ; cosx, 
‘7q(x) = ; cos 2x, 
lg(x) = $ 
( 
cos3x- ~cosx 
> 
, 
and 
g?(x) = i sinx, 
g?(x) = $ sin 2x, 
gFi(x) = i ( 1 sin32 + -sins 9 > , 
as shown in Figure 5. 
EXAMPLE 3. TRAPKZOIDAL WAVE SERIES. The trapezoidal wave expansion of a function f(x) 
is co 
f(X) = co + c (C(n)-&,(nx) + D(n)&,(nx)) , 63) 
where the coefficients can be determined by 
C(n) = 
s 
-7 f(x)f&yz) dz, 
D(n) = 
s 
+7r f(x)gF(x) dx. 
--?r 
The biorthogonal functions are 
h?(x) = ; c P (;) Atra (;) cos dx, 
din 
gp(x) = a c/I (:) Btra (i) sin dx. 
din 
(89) 
W-9 
(91) 
(92) 
(93) 
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Figure 5. YIYiangular waves and their biorthogoual functions 
The first few biorthogonal functions of trapezoidal wave are 
h4”(2) = k cosz, 
htzi(x) = k cos22, 
1 
@(z) = - 
( 
1 
cos32+ -cos2 ) 
Ii- 9 > 
and 
g?(z) = bsinx, 
g?‘(z) = $ sin22, 
g?(z) = i 
( 
sin3a:- isinz 
> 
, 
as shown in Figure 6. 
Suppose that Xl(z) and X,(Z) are two even functions of period 2n, and that Ye and Ye 
are two odd functions of period 2~, and that Al(n), AZ(~), Bl(n), &(n) are their Fourier 
coefficients with Al(l) # 0, As(l) # 0, &(l) # 0, &(l) # 0. 
If we have 
f(z) = a0 -t fJa(n) cosnz + b(n) sinnx), (94 
n=l 
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Figure 6. Trapezoidal waves and their biorthogonal functions 
= Cl0 + 2 (G(n)X1(nz) + &(n)F(nz)) 
n=l 
= c20 + 2 (G(n)X2(ns) + Dz(n)Yz(nz)), 
n=l 
(95) 
(96) 
then the coefficients are related by 
a0 = Go = c20, 
a=Cl*Al =C2*A2, (97) 
b=D1*B1=D2*Bz, (98) 
Cl = [A2 * A,l] * Cz, (99) 
D1 = [B2 * B,l] * D2. ow 
For example, if a function f(z) has a square wave series and a triangular wave series 
f(x) = co + 2 (c&)X&z) + D,,(n)Y,,(nz)) 
n=l 
= CO + 5 (Ct.ri(n)Xtri(ns) + Dtri(n)&(nz)) , 
n=l 
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then the coefficients are related by 
Gq = [hi * Ai’] * Ctrir (101) 
DSq = [Btri * B&l] * Dtrim (102) 
4. EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTION TRANSFORMATION 
It is well known that a function f(z) and its Fourier transform f(w) are related by 
+CQ . f(w) = & -w ftx)e-i”“& J (103) 
w 
For an even function jf,ve”(z), we have 
-k=+ 
+a, 
feven(x) = & -w 4-Q) cos(wx) h, 
J 
(106) 
where U(W) is called the cosine transform of the function feven(x). 
Similarly, for an odd function there exists its sine transform. 
Now let us introduce the frequency transformation based on the general periodic functions X(x) 
and Y(z). 
The functions X(z) and F(x) are called the dual functions of 
which are defined on (-130,oo) by 
z(x) = & 2 A-‘(n): cos (;) , 
n=l 
For an even function feven(z), if 
J 
+CO 
C(w) = -w feventx>%4 dx, 
then 
J-even(x) = J’” c(w)x(wx) dw. -w 
In fact, we have 
J 
+a 
C(w) = -w feventx>&4 dx 
X(x) and Y(x), respectively, 
(107) 
PW 
(1W 
tw 
(111) 
=- 2’, [+w Len(x) 2 A-‘@$ ~0s (;)dx 
= & g;-‘(n): F’feve,,(x) cos (;) dx 
TZ=l 
= $2 A-l(n) J+g....(.x) cos(xw) dx 
n=l -co 
A-‘(n)f,,,,(nx) cos(xw) dx. 
(112) 
(113) 
(114 
(115) 
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By formulas of cosine transformation, we have 
2 A-‘(n)f,,,,(nx) = 1’” C(w) cos(xw) dw. 
n=l --co 
By relation (12), we obtain that 
A(n) cos(nzw) o!u 
(116) 
(117) 
(118) 
(119) 
This is the very conclusion. 
For the same reason, for an odd function f&j(Z), if 
I 
+CO 
D(w) = --oo .fodd(~)@+h 020) 
then 
f&(x) = /+m D(w)Y(wz) dw. 
--oo 
(121) 
Generally, for a function f(z) if 
O” C(w) = I --oo fb$%4 dx> (122) 
M D(w) = I --oo fb+%4 dx, (123) 
then we have 
f(x) = Jrn C(w)X(wx) + D(w)Y(wx) dw. (124) 
-co 
This is called frequency transformation based on the periodic functions X(Z) and Y(x). When 
X(x) and Y(x) are easily-generated function in electronics such as square wave, triangular wave, 
trapezoidal wave, and so on, it is called easily-generated function transformation. 
The frequency transform based on X(x) and Y(x) and Fourier transform of the same func- 
tion f(x) are related by 
(125) 
where the even function a(w) and the odd function b(w) are defined by f(x)‘s Fourier transform 
j(w) = a(w) - d(w). (127) 
The following are several examples of practical importance. 
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EXAMPLE 1. SQUARE WAVE TRANSFORMATION. For a function f(z), we have 
f(x) = Srn q4Xsq(4 + W)ysq(wx) h, 
-m 
where 
(128) 
C(w) = 
r 
--oo fb4%&4 d% 
D(w) = 
s 
-1 Gus, dx. 
By the definition, the dual functions of square waves are 
(129) 
(130) 
j;;,(x) = $2 &&I)~ cos (;) , 
n=l 
as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure: 7. The dual functions z,,(z) and qsq(r) (- -) of square waves. 
EXAMPLE 2. TRIANGULAR WAVE TRANSFORMATION. For a function f(x), we have 
f (xl = Jrn C(W)Xt.ri(WX) + D(W)Ytri(WX) h7 
--oo 
(133) 
where 
s al C(w) = --oo f(x)ztri(wx) dx, (134 
D(w) = .f(X)%ri(WX)iX. (135) 
The dual functions of triangular waves are 
%ri(X) = $2 Bt,i(n)% SiIl (E) , 
n=l 
(136) 
(137) 
as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The dual functions jT,,i(Z) and F;,,(Z) (- -) of triangular waves. 
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Figure 9. The dual functions ztra’,,,(z) and F&,(z) (- -) of trapezoidal waves. 
EXAMPLE 3. TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE TRANSFORMATION. For a function f(z), we have 
f(x) = Jm C(~)&&Xc) + ~(~)ytra(WXc) dJ-4 
-CO (138) 
where 
O” C(w) = J --oo f(4%a(4 dx, 
D(w) = -1 f(4ka(4 dx. J 
The dual functions of trapezoidal waves are 
Ztra(x) = & 2 A,&)q cos (Z) ) 
n=l 
L(x) = & fj E&(n)* sin (%> , 
n=l 
(139) 
(140) 
(141) 
(142) 
as shown in Figure 9. 
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5. DISCRETE TRANSFORMATION 
FOR EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTIONS 
In this section, RN denotes the N-dimensional Euclidean space, where N = 2m + 1 is an odd 
integer. (, )N denotes the inner product in the space. f(x) is a function with period 27r, but it 
is known only at the N points xk = (k/iv)27r, where k = 0, 1,2,. . . , N - 1. For convenience we 
introduce the notation 
f (x0) 
(f(x))N := 
i 
f(Q) 
! i 
7 (143) 
f @N-l) 
which denotes a column .vector consisting of N values of f(x). 
It is well known that the vector system 
(l)N, (cosx)N,. . . , (cosmx)N, (sinx)N,. . . , (sinmx)N 
forms an orthogonal basis of RN. 
According to discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) [7], we have 
(144) 
(f(x))N = a(O)(l)N + ~~(~)(cos~x)N + b(n)(sinnx)N, (145) 
n=l 
where 
do) = $1, f(x))N = + Nc f (xk) , 
k=O 
b(n) = $(sinnx, f(x))N = $ Nc f (xk) sinnxk. 
k=O 
(146) 
047) 
(148) 
Now let us introduce the discrete transformation based on the general periodic functions X(x) 
and Y(x). 
By their Fourier series 
X(x) = F A(n) cosnx, 
Y(z) = 2 B(n)sinnx, 
n=l 
we have 
X(ix) = 5 A(n) cos inx, (151) 
n=l 
Y (ix) = 2 B(n) sin inx, (152) 
n=l 
fori=1,2,3 ,..., m. Since 
(cos(n + N)x)N = (cosnx)N, (153) 
(sin(n + N)X)N = (SinnX)N, (154) 
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it follows that 
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(X(~Z))N = A(O) (1)~ + 2 Ai(n)(cosnz)~, 
(Y(ix))~ = 2 Bi(n)(sinnz)jv, 
n=l 
where 
A(O) = c 4% 
ik0 
A(n) = c 4) + c 4% 
ilE7l ils-n 
l&(n) = c B(Z) - c B(Z). 
ilrn ils-n 
il z n means the residue of il to modulus N is n. 
Similarly, by 
cos IC = 2 A-‘(n)X(nx), 
n=l 
sinz = 2 B-l(n)Y(nz), 
n=l 
we have 
cos ia: = F A-‘(n)X(inz), 
n=l 
00 
sink = C II-‘(n)Y(inz), 
n=l 
for i = 1,2,3,. . . , m. Since 
W(n -I- W~)N = (X(nz))~, 
(Y[(n + N)~)N = P-(~x))N, 
it follows that 
(cosiz)N = A;1(O)X(O) (1)~ + 2 A;‘(n)(X(m))j~, 
n=l 
(Sinix)N = 2 Bz:l(n)(Y(nx))N, 
n=l 
where 
A;‘(O) = c A-l(l), 
ZIG0 
A;‘(n) = c A-‘(l) + c A-‘(Z), 
ilsn ik-n 
B%:‘(n) = c B-l(l) - c B-‘(l). 
ilET ik-n 
(155) 
(156) 
(157) 
(158) 
(159) 
(160) 
(161) 
(162) 
(163) 
(164) 
(165) 
W3) 
(167) 
(168) 
(169) 
(170) 
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Since (144) is an orthogonal basis, it follows from (166) and (167) that the vector system 
(171) (lh, (x(a>>N, * * * , (x(mxc))N, (Y(Z))N,. . . , (Y(,,))N 
is linearly independent, ,and therefore, forms another basis of RN. 
In matrix notation, th.e two bases (144) and (171) are related by 
( (l)N, (x(z))N,. . . , (x(mz))N, (y(x))N,. **, (Y(mz))N > 
= ((1)~~ (COSZ)N,. . . , (COsmZ)N, (sinx)N,. . . , (Sinmz)N)P 
and 
where 
((l)N,(COSx)N,. . . , (cosmz)N, (sinx)N,. . . , (sinmz)N) 
= ((l)N,,(X(Z))N,...,(X(m5))N,(Y(5))N,...r(Y(mz))N)P-‘, 
1 Al(O) ..a A,(O) 
0 Al(l) . . . A,(l) 
p=’ . * * 0 Al(m) . . . A,(m) 
Bi(1) 1.. B,(l) 
1 A;‘(O)X(O) ... A,l(O)X(O) 
0 A,‘(l) e.1 Ai1 (1) 0 
p-l = 0 A;‘(m) a.. 
If we write 
0 
B;'(m) . :. B,‘(1) 
m 
42 (4 
B,‘(l) ... B&l(l) 
(fb))N = C(O)(l)N + c C(n>(X(nx:))N + D(n)(Y(nz))N, 
n=l 
then the two groups of coordinates are related by 
(172) 
(173) 
(174) 
\ 
(175) 
! 
(176) 
=P C(m) 
D(l) 
(177) 
(178) 
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Figure 10. The square waves which can be obtained from 24 pulse signals by means 
of counters. 
If we define 
uo(5) = ; + $X(O) ‘g A,‘(O) cosn22, 
n=l 
u&r) = ; 2 A,‘(i) cosnz, 
TZ=l 
Vi(x) = $2 B,l(i) sinnz, 
n=l 
then the coefficients in (176) can be calculated by 
N-l 
C(O) = +-Jo(~), f(Z))N = -2 uo bk) f bk> 1 
k=O 
N-l 
c(i) = (G(z), f(Z)),yr = c ‘1Li (xk) f bk) 7 
(182) 
(183) 
k=O 
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Figure 11. Sch,ematic diagram of synthesizing any time function f(t) by a system of 
easily-generated functions with different frequencies. 
N-l 
D(i) = (vi(x), fcx))N = c Vi cxk> f (xk), 
k=O 
(184) 
wherei=1,2 ,..., m. 
For (176) one can also write 
f(x) 2 C(0) + 2 C(n)X(nx) + D(n)Y(nx) (185) 
n=l 
and say f(z) and C(O)+ CF=, C(n)X(nz) +D(n)Y( 122 are equal at the N points xk = (k/N)2r ) 
withk=O,l,..., N-l. 
Obviously this discrete transformation is a generalization of discrete Fourier transformation 
(DFT), which is suitable for digital signal processing. 
6. TECHNIQUES OF EASILY-GENERATED 
FUNCTION ANALYSIS 
In this section, we shah introduce the techniques and applications of easily-generated function 
analysis, including generation of easily-generated functions, synthesizer and analyzer for easily- 
generated functions, filtering and multiplexing based on easily-generated functions, transformer 
from one kind of coefficients to another, and Fourier synthesizer by means of easily-generated 
function. 
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of decomposing a time function f(t) into a series of 
easily-generated functions with different frequencies by means of their biorthogonal 
functions. 
1. GENERATION OF EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTIONS. Generally, square wave, triangular wave, 
and trapezoidal wave are easily-generated functions in modern electronics. 
As an example, it is quite convenient to obtain a system of square waves with different fre- 
quencies from a high frequency pulse by means of counting circuit. Concretely speaking, suppose 
that there are 24 pulse signals distributed uniformly in (-n, 7r). By a t12 counter, the odd 
square wave Y(x) can be obtained, and by setting the initial number of the counter be 6, one 
can obtain the even square wave X(x). Y(2s), Y(3x), Y(6x), Y(12~), and X(2x), X(3x), X(6x) 
can be obtained in the similar way. See Figure 10. 
Obviously it is somewhat hard to generate the sine-cosine system in the same way. 
2. SYNTHESIZER BASED ON EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTIONS. In practical applications by se- 
lecting proper relative magnitudes of enough easily-generated functions with different frequencies, 
one can synthesize any signal at a certain accuracy with a summation circuit. See equation (66) 
and Figure 11. This is called a signal synthesizer based on easily-generated functions, or simply 
easily-generated function synthesizer. 
3. ANALYZER FOR EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTIONS. With the biorthogonal functions of easily- 
generated functions, one can decompose any signal into easily-generated functions by a computer 
program or by a specially designed device. The device is called a signal analyzer for easily- 
generated functions, or simply easily-generated function analyzer. See equations (73)-(75) and 
Figure 12. 
4. FILTERING BASED ON EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTIONS. By decomposing a signal into a 
series of easily-generated functions with an easily-generated function analyzer and then recovering 
the signal with a certain part of these components, filtering based on easily-generated functions 
can be carried out. See Figure 13. 
5. TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING. Since a group of easily-generated function coefficients is 
associated with a signal lasting a time interval, by transmitting easily-generated function co- 
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Figure 13. Schematic diagram of filtering based on easily-generated functions. 
Figure 14. Schematic diagram of time-division multiplexing baaed on easily-generated 
function representations of signals. 
efficients quickly instead of signal itself, one can carry out time-division multiplexing of many 
signals. See Figure 14. 
6. TRANSFORMER FRCIM ONE KIND OF COEFFICIENTS TO ANOTHER. A signal can be expressed 
as a square wave series, a triangular wave series, a trapezoidal wave series, and so on. By the 
relation between them, one can turn one kind of coefficients (such as square wave coefficients) 
into another (such as triangular wave coefficients). See equations (99),(100) and Figure 15. 
7. FOURIER SYNTHESIZER BY MEANS OF EASILY-GENERATED FUNCTIONS. It is more con- 
venient to generate easily-generated functions than sine-cosine functions. Therefore, when we 
synthesize a signal by means of its Fourier coefficients, we can first transform its Fourier coef- 
ficients into easily-generated function coefficients (such as square wave coefficients) by the rela- 
tions (67)-(69), and then synthesize the signal with an easily-generated function synthesizer (such 
as square wave synthesizer). See Figure 16. 
8. FREQUENCY-DIVISON MULTIPLEXING. If we use easily-generated functions as carriers, and 
their biorthogonal functions as demultiplexing waves, frequency-division multiplexing based on 
easily-generated function can be carried out [3]. But before, we misunderstand that only can 
orthogonal functions such as sine-cosine functions and Walsh functions be carrier in frequency- 
division multiplexing [S]. See Figure 17. 
Though today we can generate a system of easily-generated functions with different frequen- 
cies in technique, we k.now little about the theory of easily-generated function analysis, so that 
applications of easily-g;enerated functions are limited seriously. 
From the above, we conclude that a function with period 27r can be expressed as a frequency 
series based on easily-generated functions, a nonperiodic function can be expressed as a frequency 
integral based on easily-generated functions, and a function known at only some points can be 
approximately expressed as a superposition of finite easily-generated functions. A series of tech- 
niques based on sin+cosine functions can be translated into techniques based on easily-generated 
functions. As a new and practical generalization of Fourier analysis, the easily-generated function 
analysis will be important in both theory and applications [9]. 
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Figure 15. Transformer from one kind of coefficients to another. 
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of Fourier synthesizer by means of easily-generated 
functions. 
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Figure 17. Schematic diagram of frequency-division multiplexing based on easily- 
generated functions and their biorthogonal functions. 
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